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I. The SKAO Project
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• International collaboration and partnership to build the 
world largest radio telescope (with eventually over a 
square kilometre of collecting data).

• The scale of the SKAO represents a significant leap 
forward in both engineering and research & development 
toward building and delivering a unique instrument. 

The SKAO Project

The SKAO Project
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1 Observatory
2 telescopes, 3 sites

Design Phase: ~ €200M; 
hundreds of scientists and 

engineers involved

Phase 1 (fraction of the full SKA 
vision)

Construction: 2021 – 2028
Cost Cap: €691M (2017 Euros)
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HQ is in Jodrell Bank, UK (~140+ staff in full ops)

The SKAO Project
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Telescopes in AUS & RSA

SKA1-LOW: 50 –
350 MHz

Phase 1: ~130,000 
antennas 

across 65km 

SKA1-MID: 350 
MHz – 24 GHz
Phase 1: ~ 200 

15-m dishes across 
150 km

The SKAO Project
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How did we choose the sites?
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Testing General Relativity
(Strong Regime, Gravitational Waves)

Cradle of Life
(Planets, Molecules, SETI)

Cosmic Magnetism
(Origin, Evolution)

Exploration of the Unknown

Cosmology
(Dark Matter, Large Scale Structure)

Galaxy Evolution
(Normal Galaxies z~2-3)

Cosmic Dawn
(First Stars and Galaxies)

• The Cradle of Life & Astrobiology
– How do planets form?  Are we alone?

• Strong-field Tests of Gravity with Pulsars and Black 
Holes
– Was Einstein right with General Relativity?

• The Origin and Evolution of Cosmic Magnetism
– What is the role of magnetism in galaxy evolution and the 

structure of the cosmic web?

• Galaxy Evolution probed by Neutral Hydrogen
– How do normal galaxies form and grow?

• The Transient Radio Sky
– What are Fast Radio Bursts? What haven’t we discovered?

• Galaxy Evolution probed in the Radio Continuum
– What is the star-formation history of normal galaxies?

• Cosmology & Dark Energy
– What is dark matter?  What is the large-scale structure of 

the Universe?

• Cosmic Dawn and the Epoch of Reionization
– How and when did the first stars and galaxies form?

SKAO Big Questions

The SKAO Project
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II. Procurement 2020-2021
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Procurement Strategy Overview & Objectives

• Many of the SKAO’s stakeholders (member countries) are historically invested (10+ years) in developing 
specific technologies during the pre-construction phase of SKA1.

• These stakeholders told us clearly they wanted continuity between pre-construction activities and 
construction, e.g. “The UK invested a fortune in developing SDH&P during the pre-construction phase, now 
we want the UK to lead the delivery of SDH&P during construction.” 

‣ We listened to our stakeholders and developed an appropriate SKA1 procurement strategy that could deliver stakeholder’s 
strategic objectives

• Procurement outcomes and funding inevitably became conflated, e.g. “we will only give you X million Euro if 
we know that we will undertake Y package of work”.

• A competitive procurement model can deliver a very reasonable % FWR for stakeholders, however, by 
definition, competition does not guarantee continuity between pre-construction work and construction work

‣ only a more allocative procurement model can offer the level of continuity sought by our stakeholders

• Most SKA1 construction activities are therefore conditionally allocated to specific member countries. 
However, wherever possible, the SKAO will work to maximise healthy competition within national markets.

Procurement 2020-2021
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Procurement Process Overview

Procurement 2020-2021

The SKA1 procurement process is comprised of two stage shown below: 
 Stage 1 (steps 1 to7) – Conditional allocation of contract opportunities between Members 

and Observers to enable FWR to be achieved early. SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
 Stage 2 (steps 8 to 10) – the transactional business of sourcing commercial contracts from 

suppliers within pre-defined national markets. STARTS AT ‘T0’ (nominally July 2021)
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Contracting Timeline
Procurement 2020-2021

Nov-20
• Final Council Preparatory Task Force (CPTF) meeting 5th & 6th November 

Dec-20

• 1st IGO Council Meeting - 14th December (formal approval of all policies 
previously endorsed by CPTF and presentation of SKA1 Construction 
proposal for review)

Jan-21

Jun-21

• Formal transition from UK Ltd. Company to IGO & contract preparation 
period

Jul-21

• Approval of SKA1 Construction proposal
• Start of SKA1 tendering process (‘T0’)
• First SKA1 contracts awarded

Jan-22
• Official start of construction works in 2 host countries
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Procurement 2020-2021

• Ramp up of procurement capacity (staffing)

• Further ERP system development (Unit 4)

• Finalisation of contract tender packs 

• Roll-out and embed SKAO Procurement policies and 

procedures

• Development and implement procurement web 

portal

Jan-21

Jun-21

Formal transition from UK Ltd. Company to IGO & contract preparation 
period
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Procurement 2020-2021

Jul-21

• Approval of SKA1 Construction proposal
• Start of SKA1 tendering process (‘T0’)
• First SKA1 contracts awarded

• Tendering activity

 Conditionally allocated contract opportunities will only be 

advertised in the country(s) where the contracts have 

been conditionally allocated

 Individual Delivery Plans and Outline Procurement 

Plans already finalised

 ILOs already understand what contract opportunities are 

available to their country

 Significant tendering activity during a very restricted 

period (a expedited procurement schedule)
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III. Observatory challenges
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Data challenge

Observatory challenges

7PB

Long Term Archive
LOFAR

600PB
(2*300PB)

SKA
Phase1 Science Archive
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A Global Network of SKA Regional 
Centres
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SKAO Data Flow Challenge

Observatory Data Products flow from the Science Data Processors in Perth and 
Cape Town to SKAO regional centres around the globe

Observatory challenges
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Sustainability

• Developing a sustainable observatory

Definition: The most often quoted definition 
comes from the UN World Commission on 
Environment and Development:

“…Sustainable development is 
development that meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own 
needs…”

Observatory challenges
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Developing a sustainable observatory

• Power dominates SKA1 environmental impact

‣ SKA1 power consumption divided by 2 through innovative design 
solutions

‣ Feasibility studies need to be completed but significant renewables 
penetration is very attractive for both SKA telescope sites (building 
on MRO PV solution)

• Sustainability is ‘built-in’ to SKA Observatory Procurement Policy

• Intensive use of VC to limit int’l travels

• In the process of developing and implementing SKAO Climate Action 
Plan

‣ A number of local initiatives already in place
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SKAO Procurement Policy

Observatory challenges
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www.skatelescope.org

Thank you

Questions?
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